
Adding
Fractions

also includes google slides 

Special Ed



This unit was created with
this guy in mind.  He has

autism and an intellectual
disability.  He is a non-

reader and lacks many pre-
requisite math skills needed

for math. With some
support, he is able to do this

unit and enjoys the
challenge.   He is my tester!!



This unit contains over
100 pages of material. 

 But, don't worry!! I have
included a 15 day lesson

plan to help you make the
most of everything
packed in this unit.



The lesson plans contain:

Overall tips for teaching
students with significant
needs and who may lack
some pre-requisite skills.



The lesson plans contain:

A quick look at what you
will do each day.



The lesson plans contain:

Detailed instructions on
how that day's lesson
should run including group
and individual activities.



This unit contains a book that is 34
pages and covers the steps of

adding fractions with and without
common denominators as well as

simplifying your answer.
It comes in a pdf version as well as

an mp4 version that is animated
and narrated.



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

 
Vocabulary boards are great

for ALL students to assist
with participation and
engagement in group

discussions.
 

Tips on how to use in the
unit!!



There are 11 vocabulary
cards that come in color

and black and white.
 

Included are suggestions for
group activities to do with

these each day.



There is an activity where
students will match either
the picture to the definition
or the definition to the
picture (harder).



There are 2 power cards that
outline the steps for adding

fractions and one for the
steps on simplifying

fractions.  They can use when
working through problems.



There are a set of
fraction cards used for
group activities and extra
practice.



There are 2 sorting
activities.  Suggestions
for differentiation are
included.



There are 4 worksheet sets that
practice a specific step in the
process of adding fractions.  

This is set 1 and has 3
worksheets where students find
the LCD by listing the multiples.



The second set has 3
worksheets, and students
add fractions with like
denominators and answer
some simple questions about
their answer.



The third set has 7 worksheets to
practice simplifying fractions by
finding the greatest common
factor.  There are 3 that have
students simplify proper fractions,
and 4 worksheets use improper
fractions.  There is color-coding
present to help support students
through the process.



The fourth set has 10 worksheets
to practice actually adding
fractions.  The first two
worksheets have students add
fractions with like denominators
and color in the fraction bars.



The next two worksheets have
students add fractions with unlike
denominators but do NOT need to
be simplified.



The next three worksheets have
students add fractions with unlike
denominators and have PROPER
fractions that need to be
simplified.  Again, there is color-
coding to help support students
throught the process.



The last three worksheets have
students add fractions with unlike
denominators and have IMPROPER
fractions that need to be
simplified.  Again, there is color-
coding to help support students
throught the process.



All worksheets have detailed
answer keys.



There is a short quiz to use
as the assessment.



This unit includes digital
activities.  Part of that is a
movie version of the book
you can play in a google
slide.  This movie is
animated and narrated.



There are 2 sets of google
slides that include a set
where students can type in
the answers.



 One set is differentiated with
color and click and drag numbers
for students who need more
support.  In this set, students are
NOT typing but clicking and
dragging over their answers.  

These make a great
independent learning center.



I realize there will be some
students out there unable
to do cutting activities.  I
have a blog post with ways
to complete activities
without a pair of scissors!!

Click Here to read more!!

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/

